Emergency Extraction Information

Immortal Red Baron aircraft

Aircraft Type: 1916 Sopwith Pup
Registration: N567HC
Pilot Name: Red Baron
Emergency Contact:
Emergency phone number:
Engine, Electrical and Fuel shut offs

Immortal Red Baron aircraft

turn off the engine by sliding this silver switch to the right

Turn off the electrical by putting all switches down

The fuel shut-off valve is located on the right side of the cockpit. Lift the middle and turn it to the “OFF” position.

Lift and turn
The Immortal Red Baron aircraft has a machine gun that functions using propane and oxygen.

There is a 20 cubic foot compressed gas cylinder containing pure oxygen at 1500psi. This is the same type of oxygen tank used for gas welding.

There is also a small bottle containing approximately 1 quart of compressed propane at 80psi. This is the same type of bottle used for coleman stoves.
Seat Belt Release
Immortal Red Baron aircraft

The seat belt releases by lifting two handles

If you have additional questions please contact Red Baron
Cell:
email: